Who benefits by making Apps – quickly ?
A.

Business people - by improving business outcomes
ie: with a focus on content and finding Apps that matter

B.

IT personnel - by increasing the relevance and value of information services
ie: with a focus on addressing the system considerations with Apps
IT

BUSINESS
Making Apps quickly provides for the
timely delivery of new Mobile Services
- to extend business capabilities on a
self-serve basis for User convenience
To be better at Business Innovation
with “ Apps that matter “ and to
realize a fast ROI with mobile
projects

Leverage technical capabilities in
supporting IT infrastructure for mobile

Reduce Risk and better Manage
Change - either with CAIL making the
App for you, or you making Apps

…. with a focus on ensuring mobile
information services are also Secure,
Manageable, Perform responsively,
have authorized system access, etc.

To be a more Agile / Responsive
organization

To increase Relevance
with Current Customers
to attract new Customers

To expand business opportunities and
support a strategy to have a greater
Mobile presence

More $ with additional revenue and
cost savings to improve the Top Line
and Bottom Line

www.cailmob.

With business people responsible for
content creation for Apps, the IT focus
is on ensuring Apps adhere to system
architecture and corporate guidelines

Improve the probability of success with business people driving mobile
initiatives since they have the most
knowledge of opportunities and
Customer expectations

www.cailmobility.com

800-668-5769

…. as has been done at the Desktop,
with System Platforms, Network, etc.

Leverage current information
services (internal and external) to
support new and evolving business
initiatives with Apps - using
built-in Connectors, APIs,
Workflow, Forms, etc.

By segmenting IT and Business
responsibilities, it is easier and
quicker to address requirements for
new Apps or to evolve current Apps
(to be relevant beyond a life of ~ 9
months)

Improve the probability of success with IT personnel leveraging core
system competencies to evolve
information services with mobile
capabilities

info@cail.com

